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Jennifer Earl

THE DYNAMICS OF PROTEST-RELATED

DIFFUSION ON THE WEB

Drawing on several larger literatures on diffusion processes, including literatures on the
diffusion of innovations, disease spread, and the diffusion of information, this paper
examines the classes of diffusion processes that may be relevant to understanding online
protest and social movements. The author also argues that one commonly studied type of
online, protest-related diffusion process – the online diffusion of information – has
only minor theoretical implications for social movement theory. Two other diffusion
processes – the diffusion of online, protest-related innovations and the diffusion of
protest in its many forms as a problem-solving heuristic to new populations – are
likely to qualitatively alter other (non-diffusion) social movement processes, creating
important second-order, theoretical effects from these types of diffusion.

Keywords diffusion; online protest; contentious politics; Internet

(Received 23 November 2008; final version received 10 June 2009)

Scholars from a wide variety of disciplines and specialties study diffusion. For
instance, sociologists, organizational studies scholars, economists, and others
have studied the diffusion of innovations as a class, or kind, of diffusion process.
Epidemiologists, physicians, and public health scholars have examined disease
spread, which views infection as a class of diffusion processes that importantly
differs from the diffusion of innovations (and that can raise interesting social ques-
tions when an infection ‘jumps’ from one sub-population to another). Similarly,
communication researchers and sociologists have examined how information
diffuses, representing yet another major class of diffusion processes and one
that differs theoretically from disease spread and the spread of innovations.

Social movement scholars studying offline protest have connected with these
broader diffusion literatures primarily by examining the diffusion of protest-
related innovations (e.g. Strang & Soule 1998; Myers 2000; Oliver & Myers
2003; Soule 2004). For instance, seeing specific protest tactics as innovations,
scholars have studied how sit-ins (Andrews & Biggs 2006) and shantytowns
(Soule 1997) have diffused geographically. Entire movements may be seen as
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innovations at risk of spreading, as when scholars examine how advocacy and
protest movements have diffused around the world through the formation of
transnational social movements (e.g. Keck & Sikkink 1998). Other scholars
examine the diffusion of both tactics and broader movements as innovations at
risk of spreading, which McAdam et al. (2001) do as they study how tactics
and movements diffuse from local to national levels and from country to
country (McAdam et al. 2001). Still other scholars examine how ‘susceptible’
different cities are to the diffusion of rioting (Myers 2000), how non-Internet
media might serve as a channel for diffusion (Myers 2000), how movements
affect one another through diffusion (i.e. how ideas, tactics, frames, etc.,
diffuse from movement to movement; e.g. Oliver & Myers 2003), among
other important theoretical issues (Soule 2004). The goal of this research has
been largely to understand the underlying dynamics involved in diffusion of
innovations processes, not simply to document the spread of tactics, practices,
or frames, as noted by Strang and Soule (1998).

However, when social movement scholars have examined online protest and
diffusion, research has primarily focused on the diffusion of information, not on
the diffusion of innovations. In this work, the World Wide Web is implicitly envi-
sioned as a broadcast medium that couples fast, global information reach with
low costs for information spread (e.g. Ayres 1999; Liben-Nowell & Kleinberg
2008). This paper argues that this almost singular focus on the diffusion of infor-
mation online misses other potentially important diffusion processes that may be
at work on the web, thereby limiting the potential interchange between these
otherwise disparate areas.

Specifically, this paper describes two other protest-specific diffusion problems
that have been neglected by researchers examining online protest and social move-
ments and examines the repercussions of these diffusion process on other non-
diffusion related social movement processes (i.e. examines second-order effects of
these diffusion processes). First, specific online forms of protest, such as online peti-
tions, are spreading. I argue this can be best understood as a diffusion of innovations
problem. Second, protest (in its many forms) as a strategy for gaining redress is
spreading to newly politically active individuals and to individuals concerned
about non-political issues (e.g. protests over the cancellation of a television
program). I argue this has a strong theoretical similarity to ‘jumps’ to new infected
populations (without normative connation) that are studied by epidemiologists.

Below, I describe the object or practice that is spreading – information,
online protest forms, and protest itself as a problem-solving tool – and the
wider brand of diffusion theory that can aid in understanding that spread –
broadcast-based diffusion of information, diffusion of innovations, and ‘jumps’
between populations in infectious disease spread, respectively. While it is
beyond the scope of this paper to comprehensively review the entire literature
on the diffusion of information, innovations, or diseases, this paper draws impor-
tant analogies to these well-known classes of diffusion processes to showcase
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differences in what is thought to be diffusing online, and how, where protest is
concerned. Further, I argue that the diffusion of new online tactics and the
diffusion of protest to the newly politically active and to non-political areas of
social life may upset or perturb non-diffusion related social movement processes,
producing important second-order effects; however, the diffusion of information
is far less likely to create these second-order effects. In total, then, the article
argues that what is diffusing differs, the processes through which each spreads
differs, and the consequences of their spread differs where online protest-
related diffusion is concerned, as summarized in Table 1.

Information diffusion

The diffusion of information online has been the primary focus of scholars study-
ing online protest and diffusion (Table 1, first row). For instance, Ayres’s (1999)

TABLE 1 Three theoretically distinct classes of diffusion processes online.

what is diffusing?

analogy to existing

diffusion process

literatures

key variables in

diffusion process

potential secondary

theoretical implications

Information Information

broadcast

Penetration of

broadcast medium,

format and content of

broadcasts

Scale-related changes

that have similar

dynamics to other

broadcast media’s

diffusion of information

(e.g. Roscigno &

Danaher 2001)

Online protest

forms and tactics

Diffusion of

innovations

Characteristics of the

innovation, the

potential adopters, and

the environment in

which diffusion would

occur (see Wejnert

2002)

Potential model-

related changes when

the spreading

innovation has novel

resource, time, or

other characteristics

Protest itself as a

heuristic for

challenge and its

scripts, schemas,

and practices (such

as protest tactics)

Disease jumping

within

epidemiology

Social organization and

social habits of new

‘infected’ sub-

populations, specific

pathways for infection

Potential model-

related changes when

sub-populations with

different habits and

socialization begin to

use protest forms
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study of opposition to the OECD’s ‘Multinational Agreement on Investment’
argues that email, listservs, and bulletin boards can drastically increase the trans-
mission speed and reach of protest-related information. He also argues that
information diffusion can be so rapid that it poses a risk – an ‘electronic
global riot’ could be set off by unreliable information quickly diffusing online,
leading to reactions before information can be corrected. Myers (1994) also
argues that the Internet allows for quick and inexpensive information trans-
mission, although he regards it as a more potentially accurate transmission
channel than Ayres. Fisher (1998) argues that information spread is a primary
use of the Internet and offers alternative scenarios for information spread and
action based on rumouring theory. While as yet untested, her focus on infor-
mation distribution and diffusion as a primary function of Internet usage is
embraced by a range of researchers studying diverse forms of online activism.

The Zapatistas are one of the best researched movements to use the Internet
heavily to diffuse information (e.g. Schulz 1998; Wray 1998, 1999; Kreimer
2001; Martinez-Torres 2001; Garrido & Halavais 2003). A large amount of
research on Zapatista use of the Internet focuses particularly on quick and
inexpensive information distribution: Wray (1998) describes how intensely,
for example, the Zapatistas relied on electronic communication networks (in
addition to conventional news media) to relay their messages. Martinez-Torres
(2001) offers a thorough history of the Internet in Mexico and argues that the
Zapatistas took advantage of how (relatively) inexpensive it was to send messages
over the Internet, how quickly those messages were received, and how broadly
the messages could be distributed without additional scaling cost. Schulz (1998)
argues that while the core of the actual uprising was built and maintained through
tight, physical networks, the Internet was successfully used to publicize the
struggle to activists in other countries who without the Internet would have
been only dimly aware of the plight of Zapatistas. Garrido and Halavais
(2003) study the larger constellation of websites linked to from core Zapatista
sites; they argue that the Internet can allow information to pass through weak
global networks, reaching new audiences as it diffuses.

Work on the global social justice movement by Tarrow (1998) and Bennett
(2003, 2004) echoes these themes, noting the impressive speed and reach of infor-
mation diffusion online. Gurak and Logie (2003) find similar information spread
dynamics on campaigns as diverse as privacy campaigns against the Lotus Market-
place to intellectual property disputes with Yahoo! over GeoCities websites.

Importantly, none of this work argues that the fast and broad diffusion of
information online alters other social movement processes. For instance,
while the ability of the Zapatistas to broadly, quickly, and inexpensively broadcast
information was critical to gathering external support for their cause and, in
turn, for gathering financial resources to support their cause and ensuring inter-
national monitoring of the Mexican government’s reaction to the Zapatistas,
none of the theoretical accounts suggest other social movement processes
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were qualitatively altered: the resources that international observers sent to the
Zapatistas were important as would be expected by social movement theory;
coverage of Mexican military action helped to contain the level of repression
as would be expected by social movement theory.

These findings resonate with the few available accounts of offline protest
information spread, which see media as broadcast channels that spread infor-
mation but otherwise do not independently influence other social movement
processes. Most notably, Roscigno and Danaher (2001) argue that broadcast
radio spread information to millworkers. Once information spread, though,
well-understood organizing and collective identity processes actually triggered
action in predictable ways.

As such, I argue that the implications of the online diffusion of information
fit squarely into a larger body of work that together suggests that the introduc-
tion of the Internet and/or rising levels of Internet use will not require a major
reformulation of well-honed social movement hypotheses (Table 1, final
column). Rather, Internet usage is thought to accelerate existing and well-
known theoretical processes. For instance, if there was an identified social move-
ment process through which diffusion of information led to greater consistency
in framing (framing can be thought of as how social movements represent them-
selves), then one would expect this same process to hold as Internet usage
climbs, but it would speed up. In this hypothetical case, information would
diffuse faster and potentially farther allowing even tighter framing consistency
and even wider coverage for those frames. I refer to this view on the conse-
quences of Internet usage as a ‘super size’ model of Internet activism in which:

the Internet allows protest planners to dramatically amplify their outreach
efforts, to mobilize a wider audience more quickly and more cheaply. All
of this leads to broader and faster activism, though not necessarily to funda-
mental changes in how protests work.

(Earl 2007a, p. B4)

Foot and Schneider (2002) have referred to this view of the effects of the Internet
as a scale-change approach, and while not using this label, other reviews of
research on Internet activism seem to also find scale-change effects of Internet
usage (e.g. Myers 1994).

In contrast, ‘model changes’ (Table 1, middle and last rows, final column)
are also possible according to Foot and Schneider (2002). For instance, a well-
known finding in social movements research is that biographical availability
(i.e. having time to participate and the ability to dedicate time to participation)
positively predicts social movement participation (see McAdam et al. 1988 for a
review): the more time people have available to protest, the more likely they are
to protest compared with people with less time. It stands to reason, then, that
if it takes far less time to participate in protest, then biographical availability
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would matter less theoretically. This would represent a ‘model change’ because
the underlying expected causal dynamics would be altered. Model change as a
label is not used as an indicator of the substantive importance of a change, but
to denote a qualitative change in the theoretical relationships that have otherwise
been robustly supported in prior research on offline protest. Understanding the
differences between ramped up causal processes, versus qualitative shifts in
fundamental causal processes, is important because it helps social movement
scholars to understand exactly which well-known social movement processes
are likely to operate in similar or qualitatively different ways online.

Protest dynamic-altering diffusion

This paper argues that while the diffusion of protest-related information leads at
most to scale changes in other social movement processes, other forms of diffu-
sion – specifically, the diffusion of protest-related innovations and the diffusion
of protest to new sub-populations – may lead to model changes in other social
movement processes (i.e. second-order effects), qualitatively altering the theor-
etical dynamics of those social movement processes.

Diffusion of innovations

Innovations cannot be broadcast like information, but rather must be learned
about and then adopted. Fundamental research on how innovations diffuse has
pointed to a range of factors that may affect the diffusion of innovations. For
instance, Wejnert’s (2002) review of sociological research on the diffusion of
innovations shows that some explanations emphasize how characteristics of the
innovation itself affect diffusion, while others emphasize how characteristics of
the potential adopters affect diffusion, while still others emphasize how charac-
teristics of the environment in which the innovation may diffuse might affect
diffusion. Throughout the paper, I refer to the diffusion of innovations as a
class of diffusion dynamics, given that research does not suggest a single definitive
process: some diffusion of innovations may be explained by the characteristics of
potential adopters, for instance, while others may be explained by the environ-
ment in which diffusion is taking place.

There are a range of protest-related innovations at risk of diffusing online.
Most important to this paper, Earl (2006) shows that online petitions, boycotts,
and emailing and letter-writing campaigns have spread widely online in recent
years. These collective actions are generally very easy for an individual to partici-
pate in; an average user could complete their participation in less than a few
minutes. Although a single signature may seem unimportant on its own, the
strategy of such campaigns is to aggregate thousands of signatures (or emails
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or letters). It is in the aggregation of these smaller efforts into a larger collective
voice that organizers find leverage over their targets.

A wide range of sites now host or link to such online actions, with some sites
specializing in certain types of online actions. PetitionOnline.com, for instance,
will allow a site visitor to create an online petition in minutes and will host the
petition for free, whether the petition gets a few signatures or hundreds of thou-
sands. ‘GoPetition’ is the UK equivalent, and in the USA, other online petition
providers have popped up, including sites like ‘thepetitionsite’. Similar sites exist
for posting notices of boycotts. Paid providers such as Democracy in Action and
Convio (which has merged with GetActive) help to spread these tactics as they
profit from setting them up and maintaining them for paying organizations.

Similarly, a growing array of websites feature ‘Action Centers’, which allow
people to choose from a menu of small actions such as signing an online petition
or sending a letter or email or fax on a cause they care about. Unlike sites with
individual actions located throughout a website, Action Centers aggregate all
actions available through the site in one place and offer a menu of engagement
options to site visitors. Notably, the name ‘Action Center’ has diffused alongside
the actual technical innovation.

Despite the spread of individual online forms of action and larger Action
Centers, social movement scholars have not studied these as cases of the diffusion
of innovations. Further, social movement scholars have also not considered
whether the diffusion of these innovations may lead to second-order effects on
other non-diffusion social movement processes. However, this paper argues
that initial evidence suggests that the diffusion of these online innovations is
likely to kick off secondary processes that are qualitatively altered by the inno-
vations, representing a second-order model change impact.

To illustrate, some have argued that the use of online forms of engagement
(like online petitions) brings changes in participation. Bennett and Fielding
(1999) have referred to participation in these online tactics as ‘five-minute acti-
vism’. But, this is not to suggest that such efforts are too quick to have an impact
or to ‘matter’. Rather, they correspond to a model of collective action built
around quick but massive participation levels, which the creators of MoveOn
have termed ‘flash activism’. The phrase flash activism is meant to conjure a
comparison to flash floods, such that sudden and massive participation levels
quickly create political impacts only to have participation levels just as suddenly
recede (Bennett & Fielding 1999).

When the rush of flash activism is substantial enough, flash activism can be
effective in creating or influencing change. For instance, in the summer of 2007,
the New York City Mayor’s Office of Theater, Film, and Broadcasting proposed
new regulations that would have required permits and substantial liability cover-
age for many photographers – if two or more people were going to be shooting
film for longer than 30 minutes (including setup and takedown) or five or more
people were going to be shooting for longer than 10 minutes, the crew would
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have to have a permit and a $1 million liability policy. The rules were released
only shortly before they would be codified. A petition against the changes was set
up on a quickly formed group’s website, Picture New York, which garnered over
35,500 signatures in less than a week and half. Signers included some of the best
known photographers and videographers in New York (and nationally and inter-
nationally). Faced with such a groundswell of opposition, the city revised the
rules. As quickly as the campaign emerged and succeeded, the mass mobilization
was gone. Picture New York still has a website (see pictureny.org) that is
occasionally updated with related news items, but there have been no major
mobilizations since then. This example speaks to the power of quickly aggre-
gated, small, individual actions. There are many other examples of fast and
effective flash activism (e.g. Gurak & Logie 2003).

As these kinds of online actions diffuse and participation in them continues to
rise, questions about how these forms of collective engagement may substantially
affect the social movement sector come into relief. That is, while the diffusion of
these innovations may happen through the well-known processes outlined by
Wejnert (2002), the spread of these innovations may lead to changes in otherwise
well-known movement processes (Table 1, final column of middle row). For
instance, as alluded to earlier, biographical availability has been a strong predictor
of participation, and the presumption has been that this association can be
explained by the relatively large time expenses involved in participation.
When one can participate in a collective campaign in a few minutes, or even a
few seconds, by clicking their mouse to sign a petition (Earl 2006) or repetitively
clicking the refresh button on their browser as others do the same in the hopes of
slowing or crashing a target’s website (e.g. the WTO website as discussed in
Jordan & Taylor 2004), activism is far less time expensive and may not
require biographical availability. I refer to this as model changing because the
fundamental dynamics of movement participation are probably modified when
actions do not take very long to participate in.

One could imagine that the relationship between collective identity and par-
ticipation might also be altered by the diffusion of actions that take only minutes
or seconds to participate in. For instance, scholars have argued that collective
identity is an important facilitator of participation (Hunt & Benford 2004).
But how much less collective identification would be needed to propel action
if participation was quick and easy? Similarly, some scholars have argued that
the production of collective identity is viewed as the result of social movement
participation (e.g. Fantasia 1988; Taylor & Van Dyke 2004). But is collective
identity as likely of a result when the participation does not bring people together
physically and/or together for very long? To the extent to which the relationships
between collective identity and participation are altered, one would again be
seeing model-changing impacts of the spread of ‘five-minute activism’.

The effectiveness of five-minute activism is sometimes questioned, under the
assumption that physical protests or protests ‘in real life’ must be more persuasive.
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However, predictors of tactical effectiveness, as reviewed by Taylor and Van Dyke
(2004) would suggest that the flash flood model can bring both surprise and large
numbers, which have been important for the effectiveness of tactics in the past. If
these dynamics no longer hold, then scholars face important open questions: how
effective are online actions such as online petitions, and why? Novel answers would
point to more model changes. Whether or not any of the three potential impli-
cations are eventually born out in empirical research, these examples make
clear that while the diffusion of information itself is likely to only scale-up
causal processes associated with contention, the diffusion of certain innovations
may open the door to far larger changes in our theoretical understandings of
protest and social movements as they begin to operate both offline and online.

It spreads like a fever: diffusion of protest as a practice to wider publics

Another online diffusion dynamic may seem particularly obscure to social move-
ment scholars – the spread of protest itself as a means for gaining redress to a
wider public than has been previously engaged in protest. Specifically, recent
research shows that protest as a heuristic for problem-solving is spreading to
new publics along two fronts. First, new participants and leaders are being
drawn in the existing protest arena. Earl and Schussman’s (2003, 2004; Schussman
& Earl 2004; Earl 2007b) examination of the strategic voting movement showed
that many leaders of the movement had little prior political experience and were
virtually as likely to have shared a degree or career related to computer science
than any prior activist experiences. This finding is quite surprising given that
research on social movement leadership has consistently found that individuals
must build substantial movement resumes before moving into leadership roles
(see Schussman & Earl 2004 for a review of the literature). Nonetheless, other
case studies of online movements confirm relatively novice leaders (at least in
terms of social movement experience; e.g. Gurak & Logie 2003; Jordan &
Taylor 2004).

Second, protest actions championing causes far outside of standard political
terrain are increasingly evident online. Earl and Kimport (2009) argue that this
is the outcome of movement society processes in which movement scripts and
schemas diffuse widely into mass culture; they become unanchored from the
original movements, politics, and ideological traditions that invented the
forms of collective action. The authors examine how specific tactical forms
such as online petitions and online boycotts are being used and find that an
increasing number of these actions support non-political causes such as
keeping a favoured television show on the air or advocating for the revision
of a video game. Earl and Schussman (2007) focused specifically on a site,
‘Petitiononline’, that allows tens of thousands of people to create, maintain,
and grow petitions on whatever causes they are concerned with. They find
that petitions housed in the entertainment category far outnumbered other
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petitions on the website, suggesting that on some sites, these non-political uses of
traditional protest tactics even dominate (although there were still thousands of
traditionally political petitions housed in other sections of the website).

Uses like these suggest significant diffusion of social movement scripts and
schemas to areas that do not seem topically to have much to do with classic
social movements (Earl & Kimport 2009). It is certainly true that social move-
ment scholars have studied cultural performances as part of protest or protest
over politically related cultural products such as news. But protesting to gain
a sequel to a movie is far afield from those traditional political concerns.
Whether expected or whether of topical interest to many social movement
scholars, this appears to be an important part of diffusion online.

Theoretically, how are social movement scholars (and, in this case, students
of culture as well) to understand the implications of these diffusion dynamics?
One route would be to consider protest itself, understood as a definable set of
scripts, schemas, and practices, to be a complex set of innovations and thus
amenable to the theoretical tools discussed in the prior section. However, to
treat the diffusion of protest only as a spreading innovation risks missing
important theoretical and empirical possibilities, such as how innovations
move between different sub-populations (rather than how an innovation
spreads within a given population).

A potentially more fruitful route involves drawing on existing models that
explore what happens when something ‘jumps’ from one sub-population to
another, which has been discussed in an extensive literature of infectious
disease spread (Table 1, final row). Epidemiologists are often concerned with
‘jumps’ in which a disease moves from one sub-population to another (or
from one discrete geographical area to another). I argue that an analogy to
disease jumps illuminates some of the potential consequences of protest-
related jumps online, particularly potential secondary implications of protest
jumping from a politically oriented sub-population to sub-populations discon-
nected from those traditions.

The main insight I draw from the broad epidemiological literature is as old as
John Snow’s (1855) pioneering work, which many consider to be the founding of
modern epidemiology. Snow was trying to understand the spread of cholera in
London in the 1800s and began mapping cases of cholera. His map – and knowl-
edge of social practices – led to a focus on the role of pumping stations in the
spread of cholera. Since then, it is become increasingly common to consider
social practices that may influence patterns of disease spread (e.g. mobility
patterns). When diseases jump sub-populations, moving from better-studied
sub-populations to unstudied sub-populations, understanding the social habits
and social organization of the sub-population to which the disease jumped is
important. For instance, understanding the mobility or insularity of a sub-
population can be important to understanding how a disease will spread and
the implications of the disease jump to the sub-population now facing infection.
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This paper argues that jumps can be used to better understand two examples
of the diffusion of protest. First, I argue that in order to understand the diffusion
of protest to politically oriented causes organized by actors uninitiated into tra-
ditional social movements, one should examine the social organization and social
habits of these new organizers. In doing so, one is likely to find theoretical model
changes. For instance, it is reasonable to believe that new organizers will import
many of their existing habits and understandings into the role and will be
unaware of many classic concerns that have previously shaped organizers
actions. Guided by their own social backgrounds, not by social movement
norms, the behaviour of these new organizers is not likely to be easily accounted
for by the existing social movement theorizing on organizing and leadership,
thereby producing model changes (Table 1, final row and column).

Existing research is supportive of this hypothesis of model change. For
instance, Gurak and Logie (2003) show that many online and technologically
adept communities utilized online tools in quick and often effective ways
when their communities or their values were threatened. These efforts
seemed different from the standard social movement campaigns: they were
not primarily or entirely run by established social movement organizations
(e.g. an individual’s blog served as the hub of the GeoCities protest), leaders
did not necessarily have significant social movement backgrounds (e.g. that
same blogger did not appear to be have been a long-term activist prior to the
GeoCities protest), and the campaigns were remarkably fast.

Schussman and Earl’s (2004) strategic voting ‘e-movement’ showed all of the
same dynamics that Gurak and Logie’s (2003) cases revealed. Their research also
showed that the actions of strategic voting organizers were strongly influenced by
their socialization as netizens, including a strong concern for privacy, an entrepre-
neurial view of action, and an orientation to strategic voters as ‘users’ of a website
instead of as social movement participants. Their low-cost actions had other effects
as well: social movement organizations, which are important because they tend to
be good at collecting resources and then distributing them to try to maximize
change, were absent from this fledging area in 2000. Instead, new entrants
started and ran strategic voting websites without organizations and without the
assumptions and schemas that training in prior activist efforts would have produced.

Second, jumping is also relevant where protest as a means of redress spreads
to advocacy on topics far afield from politics (empirically marked by the use of
specific kinds of tactics with long heritages in social movements), as studied by
Earl and Schussman (2007) and Earl and Kimport (2009). Here, I am not
referring to the ‘culture jamming’ practices (Bennett 2003) that have become
popular online and that have clear political purposes or to cultural activism
focused on political issues (Montgomery 1989). Rather, I am referring to the
‘jump’ in protest tactics from politically oriented action to action that has no
clear political connection at all, such as online petitions to save television
shows slated for cancellation. Important to understanding this jump, I am
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arguing that new people, informed by a general sense of protest as a means
for redress yet socialized in different institutional arenas and logics, digitally
‘riffed’ on classic organizing. In doing so, they produced something that
sounded disharmonious to social movement scholars but fresh, original, and
productive to organizers and participants.

It may be that many social movement scholars are either uninterested in or
are affirmatively hostile towards considering this jump (because the use of these
tactics for ‘frivolous’ cultural concerns is seen as demeaning political uses of the
tactics). At a theoretical level, though, this is part of the diffusion of online
protest story. For instance, Earl and Schussman (2007) examine online petition-
ing related to ‘youth culture’ issues, which largely revolve around entertainment
concerns such as petitions about video game fixes, television show revivals, or
movie characters and plot. They show that far from being a minor feature of
the online environment, such petitions are quite notable. Across the web
more broadly, Earl and Kimport (2009) estimate that a non-negligible percen-
tage of websites hosting or linking to online tactics such as online petitions
include actions on entertainment issues or other traditionally non-political issues.

Just as it is likely that understanding e-movements requires understanding the
social patterns of netizens and other new political organizers online, it is impor-
tant to understand the cultural communities to which protest is ‘jumping’. For
instance, understanding the social organization, habits, and character of fan
communities is important to understanding why ‘real fans’ are increasingly
willing to engage in activism (Jenkins 1992, 2006; Scardaville 2005), and why
the Internet has been so important to facilitating that move given the low costs
associated with mounting actions online (Earl & Kimport 2009). And, one
might anticipate that just as new organizers who were still tethered to political
issues brought about model changes in their organizing dynamics, new organizers
who are untethered to these classic political issues might also bring about model
changes in organizing (Table 1, final row and column).

In case social movement scholars are tempted to believe that such far flung
diffusion of protest can be kept to the Internet from whence it spread, initial
evidence suggests that is not the case. Indeed, it is possible that once an enter-
tainment-related campaign has started online, it can move offline if enough
online support was generated. For instance, Angel was a cancelled WB television
show. Devout fans organized a website called Saving Angel to try to revive the
show. They engaged in online fundraising and organized an array of actions,
including offline protests and publicity stunts.

Three of their offline actions are virtually indistinguishable from more
familiar offline social movement tactics, save the content of the messages.
First, a rally and picket was held outside of the ‘WB Ranch’ in Burbank
where reportedly over 100 fans came together in support of the show and to
oppose its cancellation. Photos of the rally suggest that it was exactly like
more typical protest rallies save the content of the messages on the protest
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signs that picketers were carrying as they marched. Similarly, the group also
drove a mobile billboard around the Los Angeles challenging WB’s cancellation
of the show. This kind of mobile billboard display has been used by more
traditional activists as well. Pro-life activists, for instance, have sponsored
fleets of trucks with graphic abortion-related images that drive around American
cities to spread their message. Saving Angel also placed ads in the Hollywood
Reporter and Daily Variety; placing open letters on social movement topics in
major newspapers through paid full-page advertisements has been a common
social movement tactic and one that would seem identical to the Saving
Angel’s actions save the content of the speech in the ad.

The overall argument is that when new organizers, participants, and causes
are enabled through inexpensive and easy online action, diffusion need not stop at
the neat, academic boundaries of ‘contentious politics’ or ‘social movements’. If
we really want to understand diffusion more generally, this is an important point
and a point missed by almost every standard form of social movement data col-
lection, which collects data on what pre-selected groups, causes, or movements
do and/or what clearly political events occur.

Discussion and conclusion

Table 1 summarizes and compares the classes of diffusion process discussed in this
paper. This paper argues that all of these processes are critical to understanding
the larger picture of protest-related diffusion dynamics online. Indeed, to treat
all diffusion related to online protest as if were a diffusion of information ques-
tion, or a diffusion of innovations question, would miss the diversity of diffusion
processes related to protest online.

In terms of understanding secondary consequences of these diffusion pro-
cesses, I have argued that scale-changing consequences tend to follow the diffusion
of information online. In contrast, I have argued that model-changing consequences
tend to follow the diffusion of specific innovations and the diffusion of protest itself
to new sub-populations. In arguing for these trends, which future research will
be required to confirm or falsify, I am arguing for the likely location of novel theor-
etical processes: where information is the only protest-related diffusion, the stan-
dard theoretical toolkit of social movement scholars should be a trusty guide to
online social movements; in other cases, scholars may have to reconsider and
even modify theoretical expectations to account for online dynamics.

Beyond the standard confines of political protest, I have also raised a dynamic
that few social movement scholars have acknowledged (or attempted to study):
the diffusion of protest in its many forms to support non-political causes. Online
(and offline) protests about cancelled television shows are seen as frivolous by
many social movement scholars and to some as even denigrating to ‘real’
protest. However, if social movement scholars take a more civil libertarian
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theoretical approach – assuming that cause-oriented collective action may share
fundamental dynamics and that there is no theoretical reason to believe that
fundamental dynamics are shaped by the subjective importance of the cause
(the participants, after all, likely believe the cause is important) – then it may
be possible to understand how far protest-related dynamics have diffused into
social life. Also, as Earl and Kimport (2009) point out, comparing purely cultural
actions and campaigns to political actions and campaigns promises an opportunity
that social movement scholars have never had: to be able to study what is
theoretically different (if anything) about collective action processes that are
politically oriented versus those that are not.

By engaging these kinds of cultural campaigns in research, we are also able to
unpack the normative versus theoretical basis of inattention to these cultural
collective action campaigns. A hypothetical comparison makes this point: if
the picket signs at the rally in front of the WB Ranch had messages about the
Iraq war on them, or the mobile billboards Saving Angel drove around Los
Angeles had ‘Stop the War!’ written on them, or the ads placed in The Hollywood
Reporter complained that Hollywood was glorifying war and violence instead of
showing the consequences of the war on everyday Iraqis, scholars would not
question the relevance of the campaign to social movement studies or the
study of collective action more broadly. Even if the campaign were assumed
to be shorter in time scope and disconnected from a larger, national peace move-
ment – let us say a campaign on a local business’s healthcare policy – photos of
rallies, mobile billboards, and newspaper ads would likely be enough to convince
scholars that the case was best addressed by social movement scholars.

But, when online tactics such as online petitions are used to try to revive a
television show, more than a few social movement scholars reject the idea of
studying this engagement. This is despite what studying these mobilizations
promises to show about diffusion processes or the special or ordinary theoretical
nature of politically motivated action versus other cause-oriented action. I am
arguing that social movement scholars could profit by understanding how
social movement phenomena have spread so far and by comparing these cultural
campaigns to more politically oriented collective action in order to understand
what is special (or not) about political collective actions. This is just one way
in which sensitivity to the differences between diffusion processes and to their
likely second-order theoretical implications, can forward the discussion of
online protest-related diffusion substantially.
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